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2.5 Million Words
It is our 500th Sunday get-together for a weekly roundup of the markets. There are still
more than a few of you out there from the first 3 months in operation, which was the
fateful Q4 of 2008, otherwise known at the time in these pages as “Armageddon ‘08”.
Thank you so much for your endurance. I trust that NFTRH’s path of growth and
improvement since then has been satisfactory to your needs over these 9.5 years.
The title of this segment refers to an estimate of the number of words I’ve written over
500 weekly reports (not including updates). Luckily for all of us, NFTRH is graphically
dense and the words that are written are there for a reason as opposed to opinion making
or other blowhard stuff (well, for the most part anyway).
Sometimes I need to step back and evaluate what NFTRH is vs. what it started out as. For
example, in Q4 ’08 I was completely focused on an incredible buying opportunity
shaping up in the gold stock sector as two wonderful things coexisted: 1) The sector was
in outright crash mode and 2) the real fundamentals were screaming higher as everyone
was flat out bearish or in a panic. That was an acute, dynamic and exciting situation.
Today the net is cast far wider across a macro that is less dynamic. We have evolved right
along with the market backdrop just as we will over the next 2.5 million words.
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Wrap Up (a basic summary based on conclusions from work done in this week’s report)
! US Stock Market: We continue to lumber along, with the US stock market in
bounce mode and still viable for an extended bounce to test the previous highs.
That would be the ‘M’ top-test scenario.
! Within this are interesting dynamics like Financials no longer in line with rising
yields, in a possible negative divergence to the interest rate hype so pervasive out
there now. Another dynamic is the Small Caps (RUT) out performing the broad
US stock market just as they should with a firm US dollar backdrop.
! Market Internals: Last week: “Internals are fine and supportive of the market
and risk ‘on’.” This week that is still the case although a negative thing cropped
up again in the Semi Equipment sector as AMAT & LRCX continue to look
suspect vs. the broad Semi sector.
! To review, the theoretical leadership chain is something like this: Semi
Equipment > Semi > Tech > Manufacturing > Economy > Jobs = Cemented
perceptions of the herd. We are looking around the next corner and that means
PATIENCE.
! Bonds: Another contrary setup in bonds may be taking place just as the 30yr yield
continuum hits its limiter. Now, there usually are in-month spikes above so again,
patience during the process. But I find it notable that we are at a marker that has
limited every yield move for decades and we are there again with a contrary
sentiment setup in bonds. See special segment this week. No predictions, just
facts.
! Global Stock Markets: Last week: “Global markets are bulling along with the
US. Special interest in Japan.” Still pretty much the case, but there are pockets of
weakness, especially in the emerging and developing economies.
! Commodities: As per last week: “Oil is the leader. It is pulling the Commodity
bandwagon and is in play as a bullish ingredient to the stock market as well.”
! Industrial Metals have made a move and XME breaks above S/T resistance.
! Precious Metals: Last week: “Still fundamentally mixed. Hence, still only
managing HUI 190 for now.” No change other than 190 now looks much less
likely in the short-term. CoT data are marching toward a future buy.
! Currencies: USD continues w/ its ‘at odds’ sentiment backdrop but the trends are
bullish and should be respected although USD at resistance vs. Euro & Yen.
! Sentiment: Dumb money firming, Smart money fading. According to plan.
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US Stock Market & Bonds/Indicators
As noted at the website, I need to compact the report a bit this week from the recent 70
page affairs. So let’s get to it. SPX consolidated but did not suffer any short-term
technical damage after popping above the SMA 50 and breaking out from the Triangle
top (not shown here). This keeps the ‘M’ top-test scenario alive.

Dow is nearly identical.
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NDX looks more suspect by its daily chart pattern, but its leadership to the SPX has been
firm and on trend. The SMA 50 is important support and the index needs to start bending
that flat-lined moving average back upward.

SOX can be watched closely now because since 2013 it has led the NDX, which has led
the SPX. Last week came another hint of early signs that the Semi Equipment segment
may lead Semi > Tech > SPX in a negative direction. But even if such a signal is in play
it can take a long time to play out. Ref. https://nftrh.com/2018/05/18/semiconductorcanaries-chirp-warble-soon-a-croak-and-silence/.
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Our rationale about why Small Caps should do relatively well under a strong dollar
regime have certainly proven out so far in RUT’s Ascending Triangle breakout. The
theoretical target is 1730. See https://nftrh.com/2018/05/17/about-that-rut-2k-breakout/.

Transports are sideways with a bullish technical bias. It seems as though this index may
actually prove somewhat important to the broad market’s upcoming moves. I say
“actually” due to the sector’s relative irrelevance in recent years compared to the level of
importance many analysts tend to assign to it.
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Utes did not like the run up in long-term Treasury yields.

Moving to a few sectors, Energy continues elevated and in my opinion, not worth chasing
for three reasons. 1) WTI Crude Oil is closing in on big resistance in the 75 area, 2) there
is momentum and hype surrounding the sector, given… 3) the fact that it is still in a longterm downtrend vs. the SPX (but on watch for a trend change, ref. Market Internals
segment). If considering the sector, I’ll do as I’ve done w/ Healthcare and look into
individual stock situations rather than buy XLE or IYE.
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Healthcare went from bearish to neutral with the recent market bounce. I’d continue to
recommend looking into the sector, rather than buying this amalgam of BioPharma,
Equipment, Insurance and Services of many kinds.

The Healthcare segment that continues to do the heavy lifting is Medical
Device/Equipment. I still think valuations are out of whack, but how is this different from
the Russell 2000 or big Tech? Sure, it’s a casino play and the casino has marked up
valuations. But within Medical Device I prefer to pick and choose, long MDT, MZOR,
CRY and TRXC, and short (pending technicals) VAR and WAT.
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Financials (top panel) popped above the SMA 50 and then flagged down to test it. That
test is in progress. This is a neutral daily chart at this time.
But what of the 2018 divergence between the Financials and the 10yr Yield (lower
panel)? The two had been well correlated until late January. Why is the broad market
(SPX), which is weak itself, out performing the Financials in 2018 during a strong
interest rate regime? Among the plausible answers is that maybe our upside interest rate
limiters are going to hold once again, to the surprise of an inflation trade lifting many
boats right now, including commodities. See the Bond Market Sentiment segment page
42 for a contrarian bullish view of bonds, which would drop yields if it plays out.
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TIP/IEF and TIP/TLT (TIPS fund vs. 7-10yr T-bonds & 20+yr T-bonds) had looked good
and bullish before taking a hit on Friday. Isn’t it interesting how similar these ratios look
to their associated yields (10yr & 30yr) in the bottom chart? Nominal interest rates have
been rising due to inflation concerns, which is often but not always the reason for rising
rates. We should keep an eye on the TIP ratios to see if that knock down on Friday means
something and just as importantly, if the 2018 Financials divergence noted above means
something. Everybody is on the rising yields, rising inflation play after all.
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US & Global Market Indicators & Internals (incl. Gold Sector)
Per the usual internals indicators…
•

NYSE Advance/Decline continues to show a positive breadth divergence to the
S&P 500.

•

Yet both SPX and NDX New Highs/Lows have been relatively weak so far on the
bounce. At best, they are not positively diverging like the NYAD above.

•

As noted in Friday’s public article, the Semi Equipment segment is reaffirming a
negative signal to the broad Semiconductor sector.

•

Yet the sum of last week’s trading favored the Semis over Tech, as you will see
below. The bottom line is patience, as we humans see indicators, make logical
deductions in real time and then the market potentially moves like a sloth in
response.

•

The ratios of Industrial Metals and Palladium to Gold are still intact and not yet
on a negative economic cycle indication.

•

Growth stocks are still heartily out performing Value stocks and Junk bond ratios
remain firm, indicating risk is still ‘ON’ in the broad markets.

•

XVG (the median of 1700 stocks) is still in long-term blue sky breakout mode.

As for the inter-asset, inter-sector views let’s start off with a clear view showing why we
have noted again and again that the gold sector is not ready fundamentally. First off is our
Amigo #1, SPX/Gold ratio. The bounce in stocks and weakness in gold of late have
resulted in a 2018 down trend that is just about busted.
Our target by a long-term monthly chart has since we began the 3 Amigos theme last year
been significantly higher at around 2.50. So who among us is surprised?
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I get the feeling that a lot of gold bugs get doped up on gold sector analysis out there that
talks about China demand, Indian weddings, Middle East conflict (incl. the oil trade),
fiscal policy & cost-push inflation and lots of other stuff that does not matter as much as
the gold sector’s real fundamentals, among which are…
•

Confidence or lack thereof, as indicated by ratios like SPX/Gold (Amigo #1).

•

Interest rate dynamics, including the Yield Curve (Amigo #3).

•

Counter-cyclical economic backdrop, which would drive gold’s real price higher
(i.e. vs. mining cost inputs like energy and materials).

Let’s not over complicate it and let’s not let charlatans playing to our greed impulses
have an effect. Remember, many entities out there exist only to sell you on the sector.
Gold promotion has a long and sordid history.
So last week I got caught selling only NEM after noting in the Trade Log:
“Take small profit in NEM, plan to slowly reduce miners.”
Well, “slowly” was a mistake as the bounce did not even reach the modest target of HUI
190. The next day the sector cracked and I took profits and losses on the expendables. No
biggie, as it was just a bounce play only, and a real lock and load ‘buy’ remains elusive.
GDX/SPY continues in the downtrend it’s been in the whole time, bounce or no bounce.

Let’s review the conditions at the last real compelling gold sector buy in Q4 2008:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Gold stocks crashing.
Real interest rates crashing w/ deflation in the air.
Yield curve spiking with a flight to short-term liquidity instruments.
Related to the above, a strong US dollar.
Stocks and Commodities crashing in terms of Gold.
There was no inflation, China trade or Indian wedding season to be found.
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Now let’s move on. Medical Device continues its firm leadership to the broad market and
though not viewable here, the ratio is in blue sky breakout territory.

Medical Device is also trouncing its general sector.

Biotech has bounced a bit vs. Healthcare but the trend is aimless at best. Note however
that daily charts of Biotech (IBB) and especially Pharma (PPH) are in short-term ‘W’
bottom/bounce patterns, with PPH having already broken out.
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Small Cap/Large Cap leadership is now starting to get interesting as nominal IWM has
broken to blue sky. It is likely that this ratio will only go as high as a firm US dollar will
carry it, however. All eyes on Uncle Buck.

QQQ/SPY is in a firm uptrend as noted, but can be watched to see if a double top
situation develops. Obviously a higher high would keep leadership firm.

Here is the Semi bounce and Friday pullback vs. Tech. If the script is for a forward
negative divergence by Semi to Tech, it would be logical for SMH/QQQ to fail here.
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Finally for the US market, the trends in various sectors vs. SPY.
Daily shows XLF/SPY still under performs for 2018, XLE/SPY busts a move, XLV/SPY
and XLI/SPY bounce back to the SMA 50s but down trending, XLB/SPY is above the
SMA 50 but down trending and XLK/SPY is still on trend.
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The weekly chart shows that the important trends are sideways in XLF/SPY, down but
potentially changing in XLE/SPY, down in XLV/SPY, sideways with a bear bias in
XLI/SPY & XLB/SPY and solidly up in XLK/SPY.
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On the global front Baltic Dry index took a 10% hit last week. This type of thing has not
been abnormal to the ongoing global inflation trade, but it was in line with a sudden drop
in inflation expectations last week. It bears watching along with yields, TIP ratios, etc.

And in line with the above noted pause in the inflation trade is the CDNX/TSX ratio,
which never did get started.
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I continue to like Japan the best in the global sphere. Recall our recent work showing
Nikkei flirting with a major long-term resistance breakout.

That is greatly aided by a weak Yen, however. It is dropping below the SMA 200 toward
a support zone from the September-January lateral cluster in the 89 +/- area.

Europe paused to think about its post-February dominance over the US. A continued
weak Euro would help here.
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Canada/US is testing the down-sloped SMA 200. The ratio is bouncing within a
downtrend.

Australia/US is testing a breakout above the SMA 200. This bounce too is happening
within what is still a downtrend, but the SMA 200 is key to changing that.

China Large Caps/US Large Caps continues sideways in the battle of the global Trade
warriors.
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EM/US has tanked along with the US dollar spike. Logical.

LatAm/US as well. The trends on both of these are pretty much neutral, however.

India/US is sideways trending and neutral.
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Global Stock Markets
The European bounce with the Euro decline is logical. The Japanese bounce with the Yen
decline is logical and the UK bounce with the Pound decline is logical. India looks
suspect here on the daily chart. Russia as well. China is neutral.
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Asia is pinched at the moving averages and neutral. Canada and Australia continue to
bounce, I’d assume with energy and commodities. EM and LatAm however, have been
impaired with a stronger dollar. The World is sideways with a slightly bullish bias.
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A new view is added this week as we widen the scope a bit. Nobody here looks inspiring
at this time. Indeed, EWM looks like a potential short if it holds under the SMA 50. Same
could be said for THD.
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A look at European Financials shows a weakening situation on balance. This is despite
recently firm European 10yr yields. So much like with the US, let’s consider whether this
is a negative divergence to long-term interest rates.
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Commodities
CRB and Oil are trending up. Oil has room before long-term resistance around 75 comes
into play. IMs are stable and daily Copper looks lame (but see weekly next page). Agri is
still fine and it looks like the bullish patterns in U miners preceded a big bump in U.
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The weekly has CRB nicely above the moving averages, Oil hugging the channel top,
IMs up trending and yes, so too is Copper. If Copper goes on to a new up leg it will
illustrate why we keep daily (lame, above) and weekly (constructive to trend) charts in
play concurrently. IMs are up trending and Agri has held that moving average for many
weeks now.
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Dialing in the IM miners, we see them looking good on balance. XME broke above
resistance before fading just a bit on Friday. That’s a pretty good looking chart and the
next time I buy the sector, which may be shortly, I’ll probably just buy some XME and
not worry about managing individual miners. Of course, if you look at XME’s holdings
it’s not just IM miners, it’s an amalgam that includes precious metals and industrial
metals services (like distribution) as well.
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The monthly shows XME inching back above the long-term trend line, TECK testing its
neckline, RIO on its way (recall our target of 67+ per the weekly chart that sometimes
appears in the Charts & Notes segment). BHP looks good and even the weakling, FCX is
still in an uptrend from 2016.
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There is the still-intact (but not activated) pattern in the U miners, REMX still looks
suspect, but at support. Lithium fund continues in its bounce posture.
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Over in the PGM patch, Palladium looks suspect on the daily view. And yet, it’s ratio to
gold is intact and even looks to be in a bull pattern. That tells you how useful gold has
been lately as a price performance vehicle (which it should not be viewed as in my
dogmatic, biased, gold buggy opinion "). Platinum is a mess but a PLAT bull could look
to bottom feed because it is still considered to be at support. If lost, a test of the 2016 low
of 811 would be in order.
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Precious Metals
Few words (they were already said in the Internals segment) and mostly charts. A few
words after the charts of gold and silver.
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Gold lost the SMA 200 and turned it to resistance so any bouncing aside, the objective is
now the next support we have had on watch, which is around 1260.
Silver held below resistance and key support is as it has been seemingly forever, just
above 16.
As for the Commitments of Traders, we have been noting the favorable setup in silver
(aside from overly frisky small speculators) and the not yet favorable one in gold. It turns
out that the frisky “little guy” in silver was indeed predictive of a metal not yet ready for
a price move, after all.
On gold, we have noted all along that the trend toward a positive alignment is not yet
complete. Well, that trend continues to grind along toward a constructive alignment. The
green highlights show the alignments before summer 2017’s strong rally and December
2017’s decent one. CoT is coming along in the precious metals.

But this is the gold sector and a subscriber reminded me last week of my own view that
maybe a final flush will be needed before a real buy comes along. And then there are the
macro and sector fundamentals, incomplete at best right now.
But over played, over stimulated modern markets can change in a heartbeat and gold is an
economic metal, taking the other side of Doctor Copper’s trade. So we watch, anticipate
and patiently tune out the pom pom wavers.
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It should be noted that both the HUI/Gold and Silver/Gold ratios remain intact to the
former bounce scenario. Lotta good it has done so far! HUI has gapped below support
(now resistance on the weekly close) and the SMA 50. Not a good look, Huey. On the big
picture it remains in a long consolidation of the 2016 upside burst. When it breaks its
going to be big. But don’t discount the final flush scenario in the interim.

On to some miners, limiting to those I hold or have as priority on watch. FNV fades to
support. Holding.
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KL acts like the leader it is. Holding.

MOZ.TO got a big spike on good PEA news. But then pulled back, as per my guide FL’s
speculation, players may be expecting a financing upcoming. Holding.
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MRZ.V popped, but it is still in the flag consolidation. Holding.

PAAS is looking good above those moving averages, which are crossing upward.
Holding.
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Disappointing. I thought about taking a profit on this one on the day I pared back. But it
was held and then this happened. Showbiz… Holding.

RGLD is very much on watch. Key resistance 91.
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SBB.TO was held and had an end of week spike. Holding.

Profit taken on SVM but it appears to be in a robotic (and you know how fond I am of
robots!) though modest uptrend. Very much on watch. Regret selling it instead of a
couple others.
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SSRM pulled back after its bullish display. Holding and would like to see the rising SMA
50 act as support.

Unfortunately, this was one I sold as it was in an account where booking a loss would
help at tax time. Turned out to be a dumb move as out came some good news and up
went the stock. Very much on watch for a pullback from or breakout above the declining
SMA 200.
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Currencies
Uncle Buck’s rampage continues. USD tested support as anticipated and rose anew. It’s
daily chart situation is bullish in all currency pairs but Canada dollar, which is neutral.
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The USD sentiment situation remains a strange – and at odds – mix of over bullish public
sentiment and very constructive commercial hedging data. For now I am going to come
down on the side of the technical trend, which for USD is up. But let’s note here that
USD is only now testing the upper moving average we laid out as potential resistance last
year. USD/JPY is not out of the woods either. USD/EUR is certainly not yet bullish with
a lot of overhead resistance.
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Market Sentiment (graphics: NFTRH, Sentimentrader.com & Yardeni.com)
Complacency is on a comeback as noted in a post on the VIX last week:
https://nftrh.com/2018/05/17/vix-and-the-stock-market-from-a-few-angles/
Individual Investors are slowly emboldening with the market’s small bounce.

In line with that Smart and Dumb money indicators show growing over bullishness by the
wrong indicators and under bullishness by the right ones. In other words, a developing
contrary bearish situation.
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Indicators at extremes are also going in that direction with optimism slowly rising and
pessimism going away.

Gold’s low risk profile is in line with its improving CoT. But… patience. Stocks vanilla,
bonds contrarian bullish (see next segment) and Oil risk rising.

Newsletter writers are thus far being stubborn after getting kicked down off their rabidly
over bullish sentiment. We may need to get a bounce indicator, which would mean the
bounce in the stock market is good enough to get the smartest of the contrary indicators
back in line, at least to a degree. That could play well with our ‘M’ top-test scenario.
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Bond Market Sentiment
The US Stock Market segment got into Treasury bonds when it noted the divergence
between the Financial sector and 10yr & 30yr yields. The question is, is that a negative
divergence for stocks or is it just a positive divergence for bonds? Or is it both?
Here is a theoretical case for an endgame to a major tout currently in play in the financial
analysis, financial media and financial blogging communities. That tout is of course how
long-term interest rates are going up and going to kill us all. Well, that they are going up
and bonds are in a new bear market at least.
I will stick with discipline however, in combating the hype as we have at every other
sentiment event in bonds over the last decade. In 2011 it was the “Bill Gross is short the
long bond!” (yields gonna rise!) hype; in 2013 it was the “Great Rotation!” (yields
gonna rise!) hype. In 2016 it was the great “global NIRP!” (yields gonna go way
negative!) hype. And we did it not by knowing what was going to happen but instead, by
what had not yet happened, despite this massive cacophony (sentiment) to the contrary.
It happens over and over again as it seems a vast majority just never learn to go by what
they see rather than by what manipulative eyeball harvesters in media tell them to see.
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Sure, I think there is s good case for rising yields and looking at the charts above I see a
10yr yield broken above a limit I had set for it. But that moving average does not have
the history of the 30yr, which was the tool we used to combat the 2011 and 2013 rising
rates hype. As noted in a website post, even the 30yr targets higher levels (3.5%) when
looking at a daily chart. https://nftrh.com/2018/05/17/the-continuum-updated/.
But what of the 30yr limiter? Has it failed yet? Bueller? Anyone? No, it hasn’t failed yet.
It may fail tomorrow or it may do as it has done at every red arrow since the 1980s. My
point is not to predict. It is to help keep us out of the herd’s – and thus harm’s – way.
So the 10yr yield has broken above a moving average, but the public is massively over
bearish and Commercial hedgers are massively net long the 10yr note. It’s very bullish
from a contrarian view.

As for the 30yr, the data had not been as extremely contrary bullish as the 10yr. Well,
now it is coming along by both the Hedgers net longs and public sentiment (not shown).
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NFTRH+ Charts & Notes
ABB (daily) in long-term breakout (not shown), constructive daily chart. Holding.

ALB was a new NFTRH+ idea last week, for a bounce. Watching.

AZN (weekly) still in blue sky. Target around 40. Holding.
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BB (daily) flags above the SMA 50. Holding.

This pig held below resistance. Holding short.

Profit taken on CBT (weekly) but may not be too stingy in buying back at lateral support
or channel line.
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CIEN (monthly) sold to raise cash, still very much on watch.

CRY (weekly) is now poking into the top channel line. It’s come a long way since we
managed the negation of a bear pattern, a hold of the channel and a buy opp. Holding.

CTRL held for quite a while but only recently made a technical move above SMA 50;
hence now included here. Holding.
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Last week: “DVAX (daily) made a very mean spirited drop right before a big surge.”
This week: Evidently mean spirited drops for no apparent reason are becoming
commonplace with this one. Holding, but ".

Last week: “To buy FANUY (weekly)? There is a potentially bullish view on Japan, after
all.” I gave it a shot, along with DXJ. Holding.

GE (daily) got above the neckline. Target 17. Holding.
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Last week: “Sophisticated Pot stock GWPH (weekly) just broke out to blue sky.” Still up
there. Watching.

Still watching Robbie the Robot (weekly) at support.

IYZ (monthly) is in a good setup as a play that would benefit from a would-be contrary
bond rally per speculation in the report above. Telcos don’t like rising yields.
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Dohhh, LAC (weekly) did what it was supposed to do… without me. Not really watching
but sort of peeking.

MDT (weekly) still trying to form the Ascending Triangle. Holding.

MZOR (daily) and its crappy chart looking a bit less crappy now. Holding.
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Profit taken on QCOM (weekly) and not looking back.

TEVA (daily), because some people like beaten down, debt-addled companies with
superstar drugs (like Copaxone) that have gone generic and undercut the company’s
market. Watching the break above the moving averages.

TPR (weekly) was NFTRH+’d again last week. Watching 41-43 per website update.
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Last week: “TRCX (daily) sold a couple surgical robots! Okay, move along now.
Holding.” Okay, now it’s getting serious. Need to find time to look into the company
more closely because if this thing is real I’d want to add the scary pullbacks sure to come.

Short TSLA and not sweating the California solar mandate stuff as of now.

Still short WAT, but watching the SMA 50.
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WEED.TO was NFTRH+’d last week and then it did this. They should all go this way I
tell you! Holding.

WMT (weekly) continues to be weak. Holding and waiting for support to add. I actually
would prefer more weakness.

NFTRH+ updates are emailed directly to subscribers who opt in (send request to
gt@biiwii.com). Alternatively, subscribers may wish to sign up for direct email or the
RSS feed at nftrh.com to receive all posts, public and private, including NFTRH+.
A reminder that chart based NFTRH+ updates are just trade setup ideas, which may not be revisited as the parameters
are already noted. They are meant as a starting point for further research if interested. Fundamentals-based ideas are
also provided for your further research only (I am not a fundamental stock analyst). I will not personally buy every
item highlighted and will sometimes sell – without prior notice (because this takes time and resource away from
NFTRH’s main functions) – any item that I do buy, below target, which is something I often do as a trader.
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Portfolio Notes (Brokerage, Roth IRA & Trading)
This segment has been abbreviated and simplified as of April, 2014. Normal portfolios
may return* when new market trends are established that can be managed longer-term.
The Speculation Portfolio (Roth IRA) was +152% from the 9.28.08 baseline at the time
tracking was suspended (4.6.14).
* This creates extra work in the form of tables and formatting and with reports that average over 30 50
pages, their value to the overall service is being evaluated.

Holdings (long): ABB, AZN, BAR.TO, BB, CRY, CTRL, DVAX, DXJ, FANUY, FNV,
GE, KL, MDT, MOZ.TO, MRZ.V, MZOR, PAAS, PIRGF (PG.TO), PVTL, REG.V,
SGSVF (SBB.TO), SSRM, TRXC & WMT
Holdings (short): Short BRKS, TSLA, VAR & WAT
Bonds: None
Cash was raised last week, but looking to re-deploy a bit if ‘M’ top-test scenario remains
in play. Watching XME, CBT, CIEN, IRBT, TPR & Pot stocks. Possibly Lithiums. Also
may think about adding some country short positions, for example the Malaysia &
Thailand views above.
Cash & income-paying Equiv. (SHV & FDRXX): 83%.* Cash levels are what is right
for me and my real-world situation. Your situation is likely different. Depending on the
market, in-week, cash can and will be adjusted abruptly for risk management purposes.
All cash vehicles are paying significantly improved income as the Fed raises the Funds
Rate.
Refer to the Trade Log under the NFTRH Premium menu at nftrh.com for real time
trade details, if interested (not that I think you should be).
* Cash percentage calculation includes capital tied up in short positions.

NFTRH is not to be distributed to third parties without prior written consent
Notes From the Rabbit Hole (NFTRH) is a weekly market report in which we provide analysis on financial markets. We make every
effort to provide accurate and high quality content, but this analysis ultimately represents our opinions and these opinions are
provided without warranty or guarantee of any kind. In no event will NFTRH.com, Biiwii.com or their owner, Gary Tanashian, be
liable for any decision made or action taken by you based upon the information and/or opinion provided in NFTRH.
NFTRH.com/Biiwii.com ToS available for review here: https://nftrh.com/about-tos/
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